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PROJECT STATEMENT

explore the Cincinnati Zoo and identify 
areas that users find confusing and/or 
unclear where an icon system could be 
applied to help communicate the material 
more effectively



RESEARCH

the only signage for the Zoo Baby exhibit 
existing at the zoo are signs of storks with an 
interchangeable circular shape

the current signage says nothing visual about 
the specific animals they represent, which is 
difficult for children who cannot read to under-
stand

upon entering the zoo, there is no signage or 
directions given that could lead one to find 
these various locations, which is problematic 
for those who have come specifically to see 
the Zoo Babies



RESEARCH

Zoo Babies is a huge draw for families in the 
late spring/early summer and only comes 
around once a year

many familys pay the Zoo a visit specifically
to see the babies, only to find that there is 
no structured way of finding their locations
 
the pre-existing map that may offer aid is 
complex and difficult to read



OLYMPIC RESEARCH PAPER

How would you verbally describe and characterize the visual 
semantics of the selected system? Do you consider it a coherent 
design system? Are there standards that are apparent in the 
system? 

The primary characteristics of the marks include a pebble carrier 
shape, a white body shape with playful thicknesses, and line work 
to communicate and specify the sport. There also is a theme of 
using as few elements as possible to convey the sport. For example, 
in the road cycling icon, only 2 wheels are used to communicate 
“bicycle” without the frame of the bike.

Which of the three icons is the strongest and which is the weakest
within the system? Is the referent clearly/unclearly portrayed? 
Is the design system utilized effectively/ineffectively?

I think the road cycling icon is the strongest in the system. It is clearly 
portraying cycling through the posture of the figure as well as the two 
wheels depicted in line work. It fits the system nicely because the 
figure’s body communicates the sport while using the least elements 

possible combined with it to support the sport theme. The weakest 
icon in the system is the triathlon icon. While visually-speaking the 
mark matches the system, the placement of the swimming and biking 
icons is difficult to understand. The “water” waves do not communicated 
well in this context, but the bike is working better. Overall, without 
having seen the other icons, I would struggle to understand what it 
meant.

How did the icon system relate to the Olympic Games' branding 
system? What was the focus of communication? Purely utilitarian? 
Strength of the atheletes? A particular tone of voice?

The line weights match the character of the typeface used for the 
Rio 2014 Olympic logo. According to the designers, their goal was to 
capture the spirit and culture of Rio in their pictograms. The also 
wanted to show the action and movement of the athletes to distinguish 
the sports. I think the varying thicknesses and line weights paired with 
rounded corners and more asymmetrical shapes give these pictograms 
a fun and playful feel that reflect the spirit of Rio. The postures of the 
figures have plenty of movement and action to reflect the athletic and 
energetic core of the Olympic games. 



A)

Why did Neurath prefer the special graphic style by Arntz

Neurath preferred Arntz’s graphic style because in a society of complex 
information, he was able to create simple marks that could be univer-
sally understood. He needed a designer who could make elementary 
designs that could quickly sum up a concept in one image.

Describe Arntz’s style.

Arntz’s style is straigthforwad and clear. It was meant to help people 
who had weak reading skills. He created a standard way to visually pres-
ent information with strict rules to make sure the system was cohesive. 
His straightforward images and clear structure were systematically used 
for maximum communication that could smoothly glide between cul-
tures and be universally understood.

What did the two envision?

The two envisioned a system of symbols that could move smoothly 
across cultural lines. When they were going through the emancipation, 
they realized many were illiterate. Their goal was to create a very simple 
system of symbols that could be a visual language that could be univer-
sally understood.

ICON RESEARCH PAPER

B)

What was Artnz’s thinking behind excluding facial features?

The goal in Artnz’s system of illustrations was to make a standardized 
and coherent visual language. The symbols were meant to be very ge-
neric with slight variations to communicate changes in meaning. Adding 
a face would add complexity to an otherwise simple system and per-
haps make it less universally understood because a face may contradict 
cultural stereotypes.

Was it a personal aesthetic decision

This was an aesthetic decision to keep the system as cohesive and as 
simple as possible. The goal was to strongly communicate a word with 
a mark that had as few elements as possible but was still clear. This way 
when small variations are added, they cleanly fall into the system he 
created. 

PART I



C)

WATER
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PART II

This water icon is characterized 
by a dark filled in shape. It utilizes 
curves and sharp points with its 
sophisticated but simple shape. 
In a system of icons, I would 
make dark bold marks to match. 
It is a successful example of a 
water icon, and clearly communi-
cates “water.”

This water icon is characterized 
by a more complex style. Line 
and shape combine to make 
a set of three droplets with a 
somewhat cartoonish style. It 
is an unsuccessful icon because 
having so many elements 
distracts and confuses from com-
municating “water.” The three 
drops begin to look like a flower 
and the circular highlight detail is 
confusing.

This icon employs line and 
shape to communicate rain. 
It is successful in its clean cloud 
line drawing with three droplet 
shapes that communicate the 
verb “raining.” The use of medium 
weight lines and small shape 
elements with sharp points 
would be considered in creating 
a system of icons.

This icon is less successful 
because its three long lines at 
thesame weight as the cloud line 
become confusing and do not 
feel like rain. It begins to look 
like musical beats. The icon is 
characterized by having thick line 
weight with rounded points and 
linear elements.

RAINING



ICON SYSTEM

create a system of icons for the following 
animals featured in the Zoo Babies exhibit the 
captures the tender relationship between the 
baby and their mother

REFERENTS

elephant manatee penguin

gorilla  camel  lion

giraffe  koala bear hippo

CHARACTERISTICS

PARENT
shape with line work detailing 
dimension and important features

BABY
line drawing with rounded points
always looking toward parent
rounded body with minimal detail



PROCESS WORK



ELEPHANT



MANATEE



PENGUIN



GORILLA



CAMEL



LION



GIRAFFE



KOALA BEAR



HIPPO



APPLICATION

because the Zoo Babies exhibit naturally 
lends itself to have a family-oriented feel,
I have chosen to take my icon system and 
apply it in a way that will be interactive for 
children:

CHILDREN’S MAP

WAYFINDING

SIGNAGE



APPLICATION INSPIRATION



CHILDREN’S MAP

CONTENT

COVER / BACK SIDE
introduces conent and provides animal 
name, type and fun fact related to the 
animal in its infant stage

MAP SIDE
contains the location of the animals

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

color coded icons to help children relate 
location with the exhibit

location pointer that utilizes shape and line 
to fit the characteristics of the icon system

simple elements such as water, cloud, and 
roads in a childlike manner with simple shapes

TYPOGRAPHY

TITLES / SUBTITLES:
Blanch, Caps

BODY COPY
Avenir, Book 10pt.



PROCESS WORK



CHILDREN’S MAP



WAYFINDING

create markers alonge the way to let the 
child know they are headed in the right 
direction on the map

ELEMENTS

shape and color of ground mark relate to the 
pointer icons used on map

a simple arrow was added to give the marks 
a stronger direction indication



PROCESS WORK



SIGNAGE

update the sign at the entrance of each 
exhibit to correspond to the graphic feel of 
the map

ELEMENTS

shape and color of sign relates to the pointer
icons used on map

the circular icon rotates on a swivel in the 
center of the sign to reveal an image on the 
other side; this both prompts interaction 
with the children and shows you exactly 
what to look for in the exhibit

the size of the sign is scaled relatively low 
to the ground to cater to the child’s height 
and allow him or her to reach the rotating 
icon/photograph



PROCESS WORK



SIGNAGE



THANK
YOU


